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3.1 Text Content
Software
Word Processing Software
The classic word processing tools try to cover a little bit of everything, but especially writing text. The
strength of those tools are, that they can be used for many use cases, like writing letters, reports,
essays, protocols etc. but they are a little week in case of some specific needs, like writing formulas,
source referencing, creative page layout. These tools are perfect, if those specific needs are not that
important and just rarely used. If one want to write a document with a lot of equations and special
mathematical symbols or if one want a very fancy page layout, then these tools are not the best
choice.
For a lot of daily use cases they work fine. They also offer possibilities for generic documents for
instance for mail merge and newsletters. This is one of there biggest strengths. If one has to write an
letter to hundreds of customers or members of a club with a personal salutation including the name,
a member ID and a specific membership fee, word processing software is doing a excellent job.
They all offer tools for categorizing text, like title, headline, paragraph, quote, specific lists. They
allow the user to define specific typefaces, font sizes, alignment options, line spacing, margins and
so on for each of these categories. With a consequent usage of those text categories and a good
design of standard text categories documents will look clean and tidy.
It’s good to know some general things, how word processing software is working. If one know that,
it’s quite easy to change from one software to the other. Following some popular word processing
softwares.

Microsoft Word ®
This is probably the leader on the market. Microsoft Word ® has a clean layout and is useful for a lot
of tasks. The newer versions are focusing on the different text categories and the new ribbon layout
allows to edit the different text categories quite easy. Especially serial letters are very easy to write
with Word. It is a pity, that not all opportunities of the software are implemented consequently in
the ribbon layout. Creating forms is still not easy to do especially if one want to use the same
elements with dynamic dimensions more often than ones. The software is also a bit cost-intensive.
On the other hand many companies bought multi-licenses and one is forced to use it.
LibreOffice Writer / OpenOffice Writer
Both programs are open source, which means, the source code of the software is published and
everybody can contribute to improve the software. LibreOffice has the same code base as
OpenOffice, but the developers decide to create an new development branch because of political
reasons. Independent of that, the programs are still quite similar to each other and the layout is very
similar to the old layout of Microsoft Word ®. The programs share the same strengths and
weaknesses of Microsoft Word ® but the user interface is a little different and maybe a little
outdated. Some professional features like serial letters are implemented, but not as comfortable to
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use as with Microsoft Word ®. The newest version of Libre Office did some very useful feature
updates, as adding table layouts to the style section and providing export options for ebooks.

Desktop Publishing Software
Desktop publishing (DTP) software is focusing in design, page layout and typography. In our days
word processing software does also cover a lot of those need, but for design and layout the
possibilities are still limited. The origin of DTP software goes back to the 80s, when word processing
was not as powerful as today and DTP software provided the first WYSIWYG (what you see is what
you get) editor using computer’s graphic cards to run. Proprietary solutions for DTP software are
Adobe InDesign, Microsoft Publisher, QuarkXPress and Xara Page 1. An open source DTP solution is
Scribus 2.

1
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_desktop_publishing_software
https://www.scribus.net/
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Practice LibreOffice
Styles and Formatting
To use formatting for different types of text click Styles in the menu bar and select Styles and
Formatting. Alternatively and much quicker, press the hot key F11 . In the appearing Styling and
Formatting menu, as depicted in illustration 1, you can select different elements with different
formatting. The styles are organized in different categories, which are:
 Paragraph Styles
 Character Styles
 Frame Styles
 Page Styles
 List Styles

Illustration 1: Styles and Formatting menu at the right-hand-side

Paragraph Style
The difference between direct formatting and using Styles is, that the style element and the linked
styling is independent. If one want change the look of an style element, for instance a heading or
paragraph, in the whole document, one has just to modify the style for those elements ones and
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after it is applied to the whole document. To do that, one has to right click on the element in the list
one wants to change and press “Modify…”.
The appearing window, as shown in illustration 2, is sorted by different categories. In the navigation
bar at the top one can select the category and edit the different properties after. In the illustration 2

Illustration 2: The paragraph Style window with the properties for indentation and spacing

one can see the options for indentations and spacing.
The properties of a paragraph style are always linked to a whole block of text. To end one, it is
necessary to press Enter . Not to confuse with a raw line break, which is done by pressing
Shift + Enter .

Character Styles / Inline Styles
If one want just style a phrase, a word or letter and not the whole block, a character style is, what
can do that. The advantage is the same, as with the paragraph style, but in line. LibreOffice is using
the therm character style, in web development the term inline is more common.
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To apply a character style to a word or phrase one has to mark it the word or phrase, click the
“Character Styles” icon in the navigation bar as highlighted with red in illustration 3 and select the
wanted style.

Illustration 3: Character Styles illustrated with strong emphasized text and source code for a mono space font family
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Assignment Styles and Formatting
1. Open a new LibreOffice Writer document and open the Styles and Formatting sidebar.
2. Select in the dropdown menu at the bottom of the sidebar the hierarchical view. The styles are
now ordered in a tree, with the Default Style at the top of the tree.
3. Edit the Default Style and modify the font to a regular sans serif font with a font size of 10 pt.
Furthermore increase the line spacing to 120 % and define a space before and below the
paragraph of 0.2 cm.
4. After the default style modify the style Text Body and define a first line indentation of 0.5 cm for
each paragraph.
5. Continue with Editing the style Heading, which is the parent style of all headings and edit the font
to a bold serif font with a font size of 10 pt. This properties will be inherit from all headings,
which implies, that they will have the same font.
6. Edit the the following styles and define for them just the following font sizes:
a) Title with a font size: 200 %
b) Heading 1 with font size: 180 %
c) Heading 2 with font size: 160 %
d) Heading 3 with font size: 140 %
e) Heading 4 with font size: 120 %
f) Heading 5 with font size: 100 %
7. Edit Table Contents and define the same font properties as your Default Style has.
8. Now edit the style Table Heading and change the font weight to bold. Furthermore change the
alignment to center.
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Tabulators
Tabulators, as every property for text, can be used just for a specific section or they can be attached
as a property in the Styles and Formatting section to any style. First the explanation for a specific
section.
To use tabulators manually for a specific section one needs the horizontal ruler. If this is not enabled
left-click in the main menu bar View ➡Rulers and check Rulers.
LibreOffice knows four types of tabs. To the left from the ruler one can choose the tab type. Leftclicking on the tab symbol is switching to the next tab type. All available tabs are shown in Table 1.
Selection

Description
Setting left tabs
Setting right tabs
Setting decimal tabs
Setting centered tabs

Table 1: Tab types in LibreOffice

The easiest way to set a tab is by marking the area where the tabs are needed, selecting the type of
tab next to the ruler and then left-clicking on the ruler where it should be placed. After the
placement it can be moved by drag-and-drop. Moving it out of the ruler is deleting the tab. Tabs are
always attached to paragraphs/blocks. A tab is working for each line, which means after the line end
one can use the same tab stops again, even if it is a automatic line break. To use the tab stop one has
to press the tabulator key ⇥ / ↹ / Tab ↹. The cursor will jump to the next available tab stop. If no
tab stop is set it will jump to the next default tab stop which are marked on the rulers bottom.
An alternative way to set tabs is by marking a section, right-clicking and select Edit Paragraph Styles…
Below the tab section one can set the type and the distance from the left. One has to enter a
distance, select the type and left-click New. At the end one has to confirm all tabs by clicking OK or
Apply. The tabs are working the same way as if set on the ruler.
If one want to set up the tab distances for a style category, which is always the same, one can do
that in the Styles and Formatting menu. One has to select the category Paragraph Styles and then
edit a style or create a new and setup the tabs in the tab section as explained before.
Illustration Error! Main Document Only. exemplifies the usage of tabs using a custom style, which
is just a modification of the normal paragraph, but with three tab stops.
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Tables
To insert a table one can use the main menu bar and left-click on Table and choose Insert Table…
Alternatively one can use the shortcut Ctrl + F12 . In the appearing window one can select the
dimensions and properties of the table. One can also select an AutoFormat Style, which are
predefined or custom table styles. Interesting are the options for heading rows. The table can
automatically insert a heading row on a new page, if the table is divided on two or more pages.
Don’t split table over pages ensure, that a row is not dissected. The table will be always dissected
after a complete row, if possible.
An alternative to insert a table is by clicking the table icon in the standard toolbar as depict in
Illustration 4. Clicking on More Options is opening the same window as described before.
If one is using a lot of tables the default options are probaply intersting which can be found in the

Illustration 4: Insert Table… Icon in the standard toolbar

main menu bar below Tools ➡Options… ➡LibreOffice Writer ➡Tables.
To add the heading later or if one want to use a vertical table heading, one can simply select the
wanted row or column and apply the style Table Heading in the Style and Formatting sidebar which
can be opened by pressing F11 . This is shown in illustration 5.
An very important tool to manipulate tables is by the table properties, which one can open by
selecting the table or just few rows, columns or cells left-clicking in the main menu bar Table ➡
Properties… or alternatively by selecting the cells and right-clicking in one of the selected cells and
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects the views only of the author, and
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choosing Table Properties… in the dropdown menu. In the appearing window one can edit the
properties of all selected cells. This can be used to modify the borders width, the space between

Illustration 5: Format the first column as heading column.

content and borders, background colors of cells and more.

AutoFormat Table Styles
One way to apply more complex styles to tables in general, which are not implementable by using
the Styling and Formatting options is by AutoFormat Tables. These are several predefined
formattings of tables, which one can select while inserting a new table or later. This becomes at least
necessary, if one want to use specific color patterns or different border styles. To select one of those
styles one have to select the table (or just a certain part of the table) and select in the main manu
bar by left-clicking Table ➡AutoFormat Styles… or alternatively click the AutoFormat Styles button,
depict in illustration 6 in in the context sensitive table menu bar, which just appears, if one has
select a table.
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Illustration 6: AutoFormat Table Stylesin the table menu bar

After clicking the menu entry or the button the dialog in illustration 7 appears, where one can select
a predefined table style. In the illustration the predefined style scientific is selected. One can see,
that this and other styles have different formattings for the top and bottom rows or for the first and
last column. Some styles use also alternating colors for even and odd rows. On the other hand the
predefined styles are a little outdated and probably will not fit to the cooperate design of the own
company, university or the given style guidelines one has or wants to use. To deal with that one can
create own table styles.
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First some basic knowledge, how the auto formatter works. It is not possible to apply every possible
pattern. The AutoFormatter is distinguishing the first and last row, the first and last column and
alternating pattern in between rows and columns. The AutoFormatter can not detect multiple
header rows or columns, it can not store merged sells and it can not apply alternating patterns with

Illustration 7: AutoFormat dialog window

more the two rows.
To illustrate, how to create an own style we want to implement a table style, which is using a header
row, which is formatted as table heading with background color dark gray with a light gray font
color. The rows shall alternate white and a light gray and the last row shall be gray.
In illustration 8 is illustrated, how the table template should look like. Important is the background
color of the first and last row, because this is, how each first and last row will be formatted later. For
the alternating color the second and third row is important. The heading in the first row is also
formatted with the corresponding Style “Table Heading”, more precise with a modification of that,
which applies the light gray to the font. Of cause one can change more, like the space between
borders ad content, the border width, font settings etc.. but for this example it is enough.
To store the table characteristics, one has to mark the whole table. For that one can left-click outside
but close to the top-left corner, or by placing the cursor into a cell and pressing Ctrl + A . The one
has to open the AutoFormat Table Styles window and click Add. After choosing a name for the style
and pressing OK the new style should appear in the list of templates to the left in the AutoFormat
Table Style window.
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Illustration 8: Applying background colors to the table template, here to the last row
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Functions
LibreOffice Writer allows one to use simple function in tables. To use them select an empty cell and
type “=”. Now an function tool bar appears and one can select functions by clicking the formula
button f(x). After typing or selecting a function name one can select the cells to which one want
apply the function. It is also possible to use the following characters for simple arithmetic
operations:
“+” for addition
“-” for subtraction
“*” for multiplication
“/” for devision
The cells can be addressed by an index surrounded by angle brackets, for instance <A1>. The letter
represents the column index (A, B, C, …) the number represents the row (1, 2, 3, …). The cell in the 3rd
column and 2nd row is for instance addressed by <C2>.
To use constants one has to take care about the decimal separator. It is depending on the document
language. In case of English it is the “.”, e. g. 1.9 and in case of German it is “,”, e. g. 1,9.
To apply a function, one just has to hit enter or press the apply button in the function tool bar. To
edit a function later one has to select the number and press the F2 key or press the formula button
f(x) in the table tool bar.

One can use these functions for many cases, for example to calculate the sum and VAT in an invoice.
The formulas could look like this:
For the net sum in the cell C8 =sum<C2:C7>
For the VAT in cell C9 =1.9*<C8>
For the gross in cell C10 =sum<C8:C9> as depict in illustration 9.
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Illustration 9: Example of a table in an invoice with net pricing and calculation of the net sum, the VAT and gross sum.
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Assignment Tables
1. Create a text document with two paragraphs of approximately five lines. Add an empty
paragraph in-between. Select this empty paragraph and insert a table with four columns and six
rows.
2. Modify the first row and apply a special styling element for table headings. It can be the default
style for table headings. The other cells of the table should have the default styling element for
table cell, e. g. table content / table body.
3. Modify the styling element for your table heading and apply the following properties:
a) text alignment: centered
b) vertical alignment: top
c) font weight: bold
d) font size and line height: same as the other paragraphs
4. Modify the styling element for styling element for regular table content in the following way:
a) text alignment: left
b) vertical alignment: top
c) font size and line height: same as the other paragraphs
5. Create a new AutoFormat Table Style using the current table with the following criteria:
a) Delete the borders of the whole table
b) Attach horizontal borders with a width of 0.05 pt to the whole table
c) Attach horizontal borders with a width of 1.0 pt to the header row (first row)
d) Attach a horizontal border on the bottom of the last row with a width of 1.0 pt
e) Save the current table style as a new AutoFormat Style and name it “My Scientific Style”
6. Insert a new table below the 2nd paragraph with five columns and five rows and apply your new
AutoFormat Style “My Scientific Style” to this table.
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Images
Inserting Images is quite easy. Place your cursor at a position, where you want to insert the image.
Left-click Insert in the menu bar and left-click Image… in the dropdown menu. In the appearing file
manager navigate to the image file you want to insert and select it by left-clicking. Press open or
double-click the file to insert it.
Alternatively and a little bit quicker one can insert an image by using the standard tool bar. By
default it should be shown, if not, left-click View → Toolbars → Standard to enable the standard tool
bar. In the Standard tool bar you will find a Icon Image as depict in illustration 10, which can be
identified by placing the cursor on the icons and searching for the tool tip Image. Left-clicking on the
Image Icon will open the file manager where one can select the image one wants to insert.
The default setting if one is inserting an image is, that the image’s anchor belongs to the current
paragraph selection, the image is centered and the wrap is configured as “Optimal Page Wrap”. This
might be not perfect, because the text flow is next to the image, but the image is centered and on

Illustration 10: Image button in the standard tool bar

the other side of the image is white space. Illustration 12 3 shows an example.
This can be changed by selecting the image. In the image tool bar, as shown in illustration 11, are
several options for wraps ad for alignment. Alternatively the context menu which opens by rightclicking on the image provides the same options.

3

https://www.flickr.com/photos/91501748@N07/21782519254/
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There is one problem with those options. They are just individual for the current image. Especially in
long documents, as scientific papers, scientific theses or books one want an nice default case, which
one has not to modify for each image. Here comes the Styles and Formatting side bar back into the
picture. As text images also have a style property. Until now we used paragraph and character styles.
Images belong to a third category which are Frame Styles and in this category one find an style
element, which is called Graphics and is depict in illustration 13. To each image, which one inserts
into the document, the style Graphics is applied. To change the default case, one can modify this

Illustration 11: Image tool bar in LibreOffice Writer

Illustration 12: Default image wrap after inserting an image in LibreOffice Writer

style element by right-clicking on Graphics in the Styles and Formatting side bar and select Modify…
Two tabs are very interesting here. The first is the tab Type, because below the label position one
can define the default horizontal and vertical alignment belonging to the paragraph the image is
anchored.
The second interesting tab is Wrap. Here one can define the text flow around the image. None will
thread the image as an own paragraph, Before and After will the text flow to the left or to the right
of the image. Parallel will place text to the left and to the right, but line by line and not first to the
left from the image and then to the right. Thought results in a permanent text flow as normal, but
the image is on top. Optimal will figure out on which side of the image is more space and
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automatically select before or after, depending on the fact, which option allows to place more text
text to the image. Beside the wrap option one can also define the space next to the image to
separate it from the text.
Quite interesting is the option Contour. If an image is using transparency and has for instance a
circular or diamond shape, the text can flow around this shape as depict in illustration 14.
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Illustration 13: Frame Styles section in the Styles and Formatting sidebar

Illustration 14: Image with transparent background and enabled option Contour to let the text flow around the circular shape

Image Captions
In books, scientific reports and other documents it is often required to use captions below images
and an index, to refer to them. To insert a caption one has to select an image, left-click the main
menu bar Insert ➡Caption… or alternatively right-click on the image and select Insert Caption… In the
appearing window, as depict in illustration 15, one can define the caption content and the indexing.
After pressing OK, the caption is added. In case of an image caption Writer also adds an frame
around the image and the caption. This frame is grouping the image and the caption. This is
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects the views only of the author, and
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important to know, because the frame has own anchor and wrap properties. In the Styles and
Formatting sidebar one can see after selecting the frame, for instance by clicking on the frame’s
bottom line, that the style Frame in the Frame Styles section is selected. The caption it self is
another style element in the Paragraph Styles section. Captions have for different styles depending if
the caption belongs to a drawing, an image, a table or a text box, but all thous styles are derived
from the style Caption. The space between the frames top edge and the image is for instance
defined by the captions space above the paragraph. The space around the frame including the image

Illustration 15: Caption window to define the caption and the indexing

and caption is defined by the wrap properties of the frame.
To define different ways how to place images, a good practice is to define different frame styles for
images without captions like the style Graphics and with captions like the style Frame. For instance
the style Graphics left, Graphics centered and Graphics right. The same with the style for Frame.
After inserting an image, one has just to select the wanted style and the image is placed in a nice
way. Illustration 16 exemplifies how the result can look like. In this case the frame has a small
spacing to the left and to the bottom, and the caption itself has no spacing above. Furthermore the
frame’s border is deleted and the wrapping of the frame is setup to Optimal. Additionally the font
size of the caption is set to a smaller size as the regular text.
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If one has to write an document, where each images, table, chart, etc. needs an caption one can
activate auto-caption in the main menu bar: Tools ➡Options and in the appearing window’s sidebar

Illustration 16: Example of an image with caption in the page preview

below LibreOffice Writer ➡AutoCaption.
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Assignment Images
1. Create a text document with at least five paragraphs with eight to ten lines per paragraph. Insert
three images to three different paragraphs and anchor them to those paragraphs. Scale all image
to a size, that it is about six lines height and less then 50 % wide.
2. Edit the first image in a way, that the top of the image is in one line with the first line of text of
the paragraph it belongs to and the left-hand-side edge of the image is in one line with the
paragraph’s left edge.
3. Edit the second image in a way, that the bottom of the image is in one line with the last line of
text of the paragraph it belongs to and the right-hand-side edge of the image is in one line with
the paragraph’s right edge.
4. Edit the third image in a way, that the image is in-between two paragraphs and horizontal
centered.
5. Insert a fourth image and scale it to a size, that is about the same as one line height. Modify the
anchor type, that the image behaves as a single character. Move the image into another
paragraph, to with no image is attached. Scale it that much down, that it is not increasing the
regular line height of the text.
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Charts
In LibreOffice Writer are existing several ways to use charts. First option is simply inserting an image
of a chart, one can also create it in LibreOffice Writer itself or alternatively copy it from LibreOffice
Calc and Writer will convert it into a LibreOffice Writer chart.
One comment before about the charts in Writer and Calc. LibreOffice until version 6.1 (which is the
current version when this document was written) does not support styles for charts. That mean, that
one has do edit the font properties for the legend or the title for each chart manually, if it should be
the same as in the rest of the document. What one can do in LibreOffice is to define default colors
which are used in the charts to colorize the bars, the pie segments, etc.
To insert a chart in Writer itself one has to select in the main menu bar Insert ➡Chart… Immediately
a default chart will be inserted at the current cursor position, which is like an image or frame a frame
object with the Frame Style OLE. OLE stands for Object Linking and Embedding and this can be a link
to an other document or as in this case an embedded object our chart.
After inserting the default chart, one is immediately in edit mode of the chart. To leave this edit
mode one has to click on a position in the document next to the chart. To go back into edit mode
again on has to double-click on the chart. A single click will just select the object frame, to modify
the frame properties as size, anchor and wrap.
In the edit mode one can modify the chart it self. This includes the chart type, for instant bar chart,
pie chart and line graph, the data set, on which the chart is based on and options for the title,
legend, axis, and grid. The most important options are probably the chart type as depict in
illustration 17 and the data set as shown in illustration 18.

Illustration 17: Chart Type button in the chart tool bar

Illustration 18: Data Table button in the chart tool bar

In the dropdown menu one can select the different elements in the chart to edit there properties as
font and color as depict in illustration 19. This is manly about style and does not belong to the data
in the chart.
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To edit the dataset one has to click the Data Table button. In the appearing window as exemplified in
illustration 20 it is possible to define the amount of data records and the corresponding properties.
Each row represents a record and each column a value, which can be labeled in the fields at the top,

Illustration 19: Dropdown menu for element selection and the button for
formating those elements

if the values are numerical. If they are categorical, they have no label.
In the menu bar of the Data Table window one can add records (Insert Row), add a column for
numerical data (Insert Series), add a column for categorical data (Insert Text Column), delete
records (Delete Row), delete a column (Delete Series), move the columns to the left and to the right

Illustration 20: Data Table window to modify the data records of a chart

(Move Series Left/Right) and the rows up and down (Move Row up/down).

Charts Import from LibreOffice Calc
If one has to deal with bigger datasets it is recommended to manage them in LibreOffice Calc. It is
easier to import data in Calc, then in the chart’s Data Table. For instance it is possible to import data
from CSV (comma separated value) format or to copy/paste datasets from website tables. In Calc
one can simply create a chart by selecting the area of data one wants and select in the Main menu
bar Insert ➡Chart… After that a chart is inserted and a chart assistant appears to configure the chart.
Here one can select the preferred chart type, the data range, select, if the first row and column
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should be used as label and redefine the selection of data. Illustration 21 exemplifies a chart created
in Calc.
To copy the chart into Writer one has to select the chart by a single click, which means that one has
to left the edit mode of the chart before by clicking into a cell next to the chart. After selecting it one
can copy it with a right-click and select Copy from the context menu of by using the shortcut
Ctrl + C . Then one has to go back into the Writer document and has to select the line, where one
want to insert the chart. With a right-click and and select Paste or with the shortcut Ctrl + V one
can insert the chart into the Writer document. These chart is a snapshot from the original and is not

Illustration 21: Creating a chart in LibreOffice Calc with a dataset based on a Wikipedia page and cleared in Calc

liked to to the original Calc document.
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Embedding Charts as Images from other Programs as liked File
If the chat one want to import is still in progress and one does not want to update the chart every
time manually one option is to link to a file. Unfortunately the import of a chart from Calc does not
work properly yet if one is saving the chart it self as *.odc file. Alternatively one can export the chart
as a vector-based image file. The only one, that seams to work properly is *.eps.
Now one can insert the image of the chart as described as in the section about images, but one has
to make a small modification. In the window with the file browser for the file selection is a checkbox
Insert as Link which one has to check. Now the image will be linked to the external file instead of
inserted as copy. The disadvantage of this method is, that the link to the file is an absolute link,
which can be shown, if one select the image and opens the properties. Below the tab Image below
the label Link one can see and choose the link to the image file. It is not possible yet to use relative
links. If one has to share the document with others, which are using a different file system, this
method is highly not recommended.
Of cause this method works also for images of charts from other programs, as GnuPlot, Octave, R,
etc., and can also be used for regular images. But one really has to keep in mind, that linked files are
just recommended, if one is not using different computers for editing the file.
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Assignment Charts
1. Open the following Wikipedia website about poverty, go to the section “absolute poverty” and
copy the table with the statistics into a text editor, like Sublime Text, Atom, Brackets, Visual
Studio Code, etc. Open LibreOffice Calc, select in the main menu bar Tools ➡Options ➡Language
Settings ➡Languages and select in Local setting: English (USA)4. Copy the data from the editor by
marking all Ctrl + A and copying Ctrl + C into LibreOffice Calc by selecting the cell in the upper
left corner and pasting with Ctrl + V . Now you can reset the Local setting to the previews one.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poverty
2. Adjust the headings. With Ctrl + X you can cut one or more cells after selecting them and with
Ctrl + V you can paste them somewhere else. Take care not to overwrite cells, you need later.

3. Visualize the development of people, which had to live of less than one dolor per day from 1990
to 2004 in a chart of the type line graph. Comment: You can ignore the columns with $1.25 per
day. And the row with the world’s total.
4. Modify the formatting of the x-axis (abscissa) and select below the scale settings Type: Date. If
some lines have very similar colors, select them and modify them, that one can distinguish them
easier.
5. Copy the chart into a writer document.
6. Center the chart and disable text-wrapping (no text to the left or right of the chart).

4

This is necessary, because the table is using dots as decimal delimiter. After inserting the data, you can switch them back to your local
language.
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Table of Content and Indexes
If one is using the Styles and Formatting correctly with different levels of headings one can easily
insert a content of table. Therefore the styles Heading 1 until Heading 10 are used by default,
because for those elements is an outline level defined. But one can also define an own structure or
use other styles.
To insert a table of content using the headings 1 to 10 one has to select in the main menu bar Insert
➡Table of Contents and Indexe ➡Table of Contents, Index or Bibliography.
In the appearing window as depict in Illustration 22 one can define a title, which will be written
above the table of content and one can select the type of index. Beside the table of content one can
also create an index for figures/illustrations, for tables and furthermore. It is possible to define until
which level one wants to create the table of content. level 1 means for instance Heading 1, level 5
means for instance Heading 5. This makes sense for long documents with a lot of subchapters. The
three checkboxes below “Create From” allow to include the regular outline, which is defined by
Heading 1 to Heading 10, additional styles and Index marks.
To use custom styles for the table of content one has to define an outline level in the settings. This
can be done by inheriting the custom style from one of the default headings or by modifying the

Illustration 22: Table of Content, Index and Bibliography window of LibreOffice

custom style and go to the tab Outline & Numbering, where one can set up the level manually.
The table of content it self is using again default formats. These mapping can be seen in the table of
content window below the tab Styles. On the left-hand-side one can see the different levels and in
square brackets the corresponding style. This can be changed by selecting a level, then clicking on a
style in the list on the right-hand-side and then clicking the arrow button in between the two lists.
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The style from the right-hand-side list will now be attached to the level, which was selected from the
list to the left.
To style the table of content, one can simply edit the default styles Contents Heading and Content 1
to Content 10.

Text Fields
PDF Export
The PDF export in LibreOffice is quite easy. One has to select in the main menu bar File ➡Export As
➡Export Directly as PDF. In the appearing window one can define the location, where LibreOffice
should create the PDF file and it is possible to edit the file name.
For more specific PDF settings one can select in the main menu bar File ➡Export As ➡Export as PDF…
For further information please check the LibreOffice documentation.

Forms
To create forms in LibreOffice one has to enable two toolbars by clicking in the main menu bar View
➡Toolbars ➡Form Controls and Form Design. The Form Controls toolbar, which is depict in
Illustration 23, is for the beginning the most important. It includes the most common form elements
one needs.
The form design toolbar, which is shown in illustration 24, is offering several tools, for modifying

Illustration 23: Form Controls toolbar

elements and for some general settings of a form.
Both toolbars include the Design Mode button, which is the second from the left. By clicking it one
can toggle between design mode and “filling” mode. The design mode is for drawing a form, the
“filling” mode for filling the fields or selecting radio buttons and check boxes etc. Usually one just
wants to design a form and export it as PDF to share the PDF for filling it. The following list will

Illustration 24: Form Design toolbar

explain the different form elements quickly.

Form Elements
 A Label is just for text, which describes an interactive form element next to it, but is not
interactive it self. Regarding to the fact, that styling form elements in LibreOffice is quite
complicated, it makes sense to label forms with regular text instead of form labels.
 A Text Box is an element for inserting text. It can be setup as single line field, which is the
default state, as multi-line field. It is also possible to set it up as multi-line field with formatting,
but the formatting does not work after exporting as PDF.
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 A Check Box is a box for a binary choice, which can be selected (checked) or deselected
(unchecked). It is quite standard, that this selection is independent of others, which means,
selecting a check box, will not deselect another one.
 A Option Button or radio button is similar to the check box, but they are made for choosing one
option of many, for instance a rating from good to bad or a grade from 1 to 6. They can be
grouped by naming them same. Option buttons with the same name will will deselect the
others with the same name, if they are selected.
 A List Box is quite similar to the use case of option buttons, but instead of multiple selectable
buttons, it is implementing a drop-down list and the options are just listed after clicking the
box. The list box can also be configured to allow multiple selections, which makes them similar
to check boxes. On the other hand the multi-selection option is not working in PDF documents,
which makes that option for this use case obsolete.
 A Combo Box in theory is supposed to be a drop-down list, which is always shown. But the PDF
export is resulting in a drop-down list, as the list box. The HTML export does not work at all.
Considering to that bug, it is recommended not to use that element.
 A Push Button is usually linked with an action, which is executed after a click. Regarding to the
fact, that these functions are not working properly after PDF or HTML export, it makes not
much sense to use them.
 A Image Button is supposed to be an upload button for images. This is neither working in PDF
documents nor in HTML pages.
 A Formatted Field allows to define a format that the entry has to have. This is not working
either in PDF or HTML. In both formats it becomes just a text field without any functionality.
 A Date Field offers a date picker, but after PDF export it becomes just a regular text field. In the
HTML document it will not be exported. Considering to that bug, it is not recommended to use
that type of field.
 A Numerical Field just allows to enter numbers. But after PDF export it becomes just a regular
text field and it can not be exported to HTML. Regarding to that fact it is not recommended to
use it.
 A Group Box is a frame to group other form elements optically and it provides a label at the
top. The PDF export is not satisfying and the HTML export does not work at all.
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Illustration 25: The form property window exemplified on a text box

Configuration of Form Elements
To configure a form element one can choose one of plenty ways. For all one has first to switch to
design mode by pressing the Design Mode button in the Form Control or in the Form Design toolbar,
if it is not active yet. Is the design mode active one can simply double-click on any form element and
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a property window will open for that particular element. Alternatively one can left-click on the
Control button in the Form Design toolbar, which is represented by a gear. A third way is rightclicking on a form element and select Control… In the appearing window, which is exemplified in
illustration 25, one can configure a bunch of properties. Here just a few will be covered.
 The Name represents an identifier, which is not shown to the user, which is using the form.
Internally it is important, because this name is used, if one want to read the filled form.
Unfortunately LibreOffice does not support this feature for PDF documents, which is the most
common way to fill forms, because it is the de facto standard for exchangeable documents. But
anyway, it is very important fr one use case. If one want to use option/radio buttons, which are
used often for one option of many, it is necessary to group the radio buttons which belong to
the same question. To do this, one has to give them the same name. A questionee can just
select one option/radio button of those with the same name.
 The Label of a form element can be used to link another form element the current one. It is
another internal identifier.
 The Label Field allows to link the current form element to another one by selecting the label of
the other element. This is quite common for label elements.
 The Anchor is the same, as in case of any other objects. It defines, to which other element the
form element belongs and one can change it to As Character, if one want let the form element
want to behave as a character, which means basically that the element becomes an inline
element instead of a block element.
 PositionX and PositionY defines the position relative to the anchor. If the anchor is configured
as “as character” PositionX becomes irrelevant. The position belongs to the upper-left corner of
the form element and in case of an anchor “as character” to the baseline of the text.
 Width and Height define the dimensions of the form element.
 The Font property allows to define a font for the selected form element.
 Text type defines, if a text field is just a single-line field or a multi-line field. Multi-line allows
the user to use line breaks.
 List entries define the options of list and combo boxes. Those entries are later selectable. One
should also offer an empty option to make it possible to deselect a list. To add different values
one has to left-click the small triangle on the right-hand-side of the field and enter the options.
To add a new option one has to press Ctrl + Return . Hitting just return fill confirm the current
options and leave the editing of the list.
 The Default Text / Default status defines the default entry of the form element. In case of a
text field it is called default text, in case of an option/radio button or a check box it is called
default status.
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Conclusion Form Elements
If one want to use the full offer of form elements, which LibreOffice provides one has to emphasize,
that many of them just work property in LibreOffice it self.
For the use case of creating PDF forms the classical form elements text fields, option/radio buttons,
check boxes and list boxes work well. Restrictions for the fields to limit the input are not working
which is a problem of the PDF format it self. The other way around is not easy to do. A filled PDF
document can not simply imported into the LibreOffice suite, especially not into an Calc or Base file
to fill a bigger data base.
For HTML forms LibreOffice is for sure the wrong tool. The export has visually nothing to do with the
LibreOffice Writer document. On the other hand it is relatively clean HTML. But if one needs a real
web form with the functionality, it makes not much sense to create it with Writer.

Mail Merge
If one has to write a document with the same basic content to different persons or firms, e. g. a
invitation, a Christmas card or a request for payment, but with different salutations including a
specific name and address for instance one can use mail merge. The idea here is to divide the
document into a template and a database. The template afterwards will include fields, which are
linked to the database. When the document got printed Writer will generate all the documents with
all the specific fields filled from the database.
Illustration 26 exemplifies how mail merge works. An example of a database is shown in table 2. It

Illustration 26: Mail merge illustration with a letter for different clients

can be a
 LibreOffice Base database (*.odb)
 CSV file (*.csv)
 LibreOffice Spreadsheet file (*.ods)
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LibreOffice supports further more database formats, those are just three common examples.
In case the database is a CSV or spreadsheet file it is necessary that the file does not contain empty
rows on top and columns to the left. Each row represents a record and the first row is the header,
which defines the names for the fields in each record. In the example of table 2 the header is the
first row and colorized in a light sea green and each column of the header represents an identifier
for the fields in a record. A record is represented by a row and is an own entity. As example the 2 nd
recored is colorized in light blue . Fields are represented by columns and they belong to different
records. As example the FirstName filelds are colorized in light red . One specific field for instance
the FirstName of the 2nd record is colorized in light purple . In database terminology another term
is important, which is primary key. A primary key is a field or a combination of different fields, that
identifies a record in a data table uniquely. In this example the field ID could be the primary key,
because it increases each record by one, but mail merge does not require unique identifiers for
records.
ID

FirstName

LastName

Salutation

1

Sherlock

Holmes

Mr.

2

Martha

Hudson

…

…

…

Street

ZipCode

City

221b Baker Street

NW1 6XE

London

Mrs.

221b Baker Street

NW1 6XE

London

…

…

…

…

Table 2: Example database for a letter mail merge with names and addresses

To perform mail merge in LibreOffice three things are required, as one can see in illustration 26:
 database (*.odb, *.csv, *.ods, …)
 database connector (*.odb)
 template file (*.odt, …)
This guide will explain how to use mail merge with a LibreOffice Calc file as database. The database
from table 2 implemented in LibreOffice Calc can look like in illustration 27. Again, it is important to
have no empty rows above and to the left from the database table.
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To use this database for mail merge one has to create a database connector. This connector is an
abstract layer to perform database operations to different database types with a standard interface,

Illustration 27: LibreOffice Calc database example for mail merge

that LibreOffice Writer is using.
To create the database connector one has to open any LibreOffice program and select in the main
menu bar File ➡New Database. This will open the database wizard, which is depict in illustration 28.
Because the database file is already existing, one has to select Connect to an existing database and
select spreadsheet in the dropdown menu before to click Next >. On the next page of the wizard one
has to specify the database file as exemplified in illustration 29. By clicking Browse one can open a
file browser, where one has to select the spreadsheet where created before. After that one can click
Next > again. It is not necessary to open the created *.odb file again, so on the last page of the
wizard one can uncheck the box Open the database for editing. But important is the radio button
Yes, register the database for me. Now one can click Finish and LibreOffice will create the database
connector.
Now one can use the database in LibreOffice Writer to create a template with database fields.
LibreOffice Writer provides certain assistants to create letters, labels etc. but for now the manual
was shall be shown.
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Illustration 28: Database wizard of LibreOffice to setup a connection for a LibreOffice Calc database for mail merge part 1

The easiest way to insert database fields into a text document is to open the database source dock,
which can be activated by clicking in the main menu bar View ➡Data Sources. Illustration 30
illustrates how this looks like. Below the top menu bars is the database dock and below the
document, in this example a letter. Before one can insert the fields, one has to select the correct
database, which can be done in the database dock on the left-hand-side by selecting the database,
that was created before and selecting Tables ➡Addresses (which was the name of the sheet, by

Illustration 29: Database wizard of LibreOffice to setup a connection for a LibreOffice Calc database for mail merge part 2

default it is sheet 1).
The mail merge shall be used to create the same letter for different persons with an address field, a
customer ID and a personal salutation. To insert a field from the database into the document one
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has to left-click on the head of a database field, for instance on LastName, and drag and drop this

Illustration 30: LibreOffice Writer with database dock and inserted database fields

header field into the document on the wished position, like the address text field.
After performing the mail merge in the same document usually the mail merge toolbar should
appear. If the toolbar is not shown one can activate this toolbar by left-clicking View ➡Toolbars
➡Mail Merge. The toolbar allows to go through all the documents with the filled fields. The toolbar
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allows also to edit individual documents, to save, to print and to send them. Illustration 31
exemplifies the letter from illustration 30 filled with the first record of the database from

Illustration 31: LibreOffice Writer after performing the mail merge wizard with mail merge toolbar

illustration 27.
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3.2 Visual Content
Software
Canva and Crello
Canva and Crello are web-based graphic-design tool, which provide templates, photos, graphics and
fonts, which can be arranged by drag-and-drop mechanics. The files are stored on the providers
server and just the result of the editing can be exported in several formats. The advantage is, that
one can use a template as framework to develop further. They are easy to use and even people with
less experience can use them quite fast with nice results. The disadvantage is, that one does not own
the files and that they do not provide professional graphic editing features as layers or an object
manager. Both tools play there strengths when one need a graphic to illustrate text or for short term
promotion for something, which does not require a corporate design. For example they can be used
to create graphics for social media to get more attention as pure text.
 Canva
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiBAn1exlmc
 Comparison
between
Crello
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMWgx2ZlIs0
 Downsides
of
Canva
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-fYi08Fbc4

Tutorial
and
and

Canva
Crello

Inkscape
Inkscape is an open source vector graphic editor, which is available for Windows, Mac OS and Linux.
It can create primitive vector shapes with different stoke styles and filling options and provides
several transformation tools. It can also deal with raster graphics and is able to vectorize raster
images. It can be used for illustrations and info graphics especially if one needs a vector graphic at
the end, which is scalable with out loosing quality. Inkscape is using the extended version of the SVG
file format, to store store graphics and also provides different exporting options to export the file to
raster graphics or alternative vector formats. The disadvantage of using this software is, that one has
to create everything from scratch. The advantage, that one has the files stored locally and one has
more advanced tools as in the online tools.

Gimp
Gimp is an open source image editor for Windows, Mac OS and Linux and is focusing on image
manipulation of raster graphics and images. It is a very feature rich image editor, which is providing
tools not just for casual users, but also for professionals. Layers, non-destructive editing with effectmasks, color management, filters and a lot of selection tools are just few examples. It can be used
for many use-cases of photo and image manipulation, for instance to mask out the background of an
portrait, merging different photos into one, improving photos (correct red eyes, remove pimples),
illustrate posters which are mainly based on photos, etc.
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Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop is a prohibitory image editor for Windows and Mac OS. It is the de facto standard
in advertising industry but also very expensive. It provides some features Gimp does not provide, for
instance semantic filling or more advanced layer masks.

Introduction to Canva
Canva is a graphic design software solutions provider that helps users to design presentations, social
media graphics, and more with various layouts, images, photo filters, icons and shapes, and fonts.
The platform combines a drag-and-drop design tool with a stock library of photographs, illustrations,
and imagery. Further information can be found online 5,6.

What is Canva?
An brief introduction into Canva can is given on YouTube 7.
When users log in to Canva, they will land on the homepage, as depict in illustration 32. To start
designing, click Create a design in the toolbar, or simply type the chosen design type into the search
bar. The menu on the right also allows users to navigate to users brand kit, design folders, team
stream, and account settings. Once we have created a design, you can access it again from the
homepage, under All your designs.

Illustration 32: Canva start screen after log in

5
6
7

https://www.canva.com/learn/canvas-quick-start-guide/
https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-to-use-canva
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqYti78riU8
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Illustration 33: The Canva editor after opening a new blank document

Choose and customize a template
Once we have chosen what kind of design we’d like to create, we will find yourself inside the Canva
editor. This is where the magic happens! To help users get familiarized with the parts of the editor,
here are its most basic parts, exemplified in illustration 33:
1. Menu bar – This is the menu bar on the very top of the editor. From here, users will be able to
access the features like Undo, Redo, Resize, Share, Download, Order prints, and others. Users
will also be able to see the design’s saving status from here.
2. Side panel – This panel that appears on the side of the editor is where users will be able to access
the templates and elements that can be used in design. It’s divided into 6 tabs dedicated to
Templates, Images, Text, Uploads, Folders, and Apps.
3. Canvas – At first, this is the blank white space occupying the majority of the editor. Consider this
as main workspace since this is where we work on designs.
Templates are the shortcut to good design. In the side panel you will see a range of templates that
users can choose from. Users can also search for a specific theme in the search bar. Every template
is fully customizable, which means users can change the fonts, colors, images. Click on a template to
edit it. To change an element, click it and then edit it using the toolbar at the top of the editor. This
is where users change things like color, size, transparency, and more.

What can we do in Canva?
Poster creation
Canva provides a lot of pre-set templates that users can use and modify according to the needs. The
pre-set templates are even categorized so that it would be easier to find and the category includes
event, advertising, school, photo, quote, campaign, motivational, and many more. We can very
easily use one of the templates given, or be creative with own ideas in creating posters. There are a
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lot of elements, fonts and backgrounds that can be mixed and matched, and if it is needed, users can
also upload pictures to be included in the poster.
When making a poster, it is necessary to make sure that there isn’t too much information, yet it has
enough to engage and attract people’s attention. First, it is best to know the type of event or
product, and decide the target audience. After that, finding images, colors, fonts and mood that will
complement the poster should be easier. It is important to find the right balance between the
headline, the descriptive text, images and logos.
The guideline about corporate design on the Canva website 8 explains well, how to create a good
professional poster.

Presentation
When giving a presentation, the best way to keep audience engaged is through the use of creative
slides that clearly communicate the message.
If working with a team for presentation, Canva’s Collaborate feature provides users with a link to
share with the members in group and allows numerous people to edit the design, making
collaboration on projects easier than ever. No more emailing back and forth about small changes—
just make them yourself! Once complete, press Publish and then Present. Users will be given an
option to pay for any premium elements used within the slides, and then are able to present as a
full-screen slideshow.
An tutorial how to present is provided on the Canva website 9.

Logo
Canva has pre-set the ideal dimensions for each design type, whether in creating a logo, letterhead
or Facebook post. Users can also set custom dimensions by typing “custom” into the search box.
Here is an excellent guidelines on how to start creating logo for beginners 10. Especially when
creating a personal/brand logo for business.

Flyer
The main problem people usually find with making a flyer is, unlike posters, it is smaller in size which
makes it difficult to put a lot of information inside it. The first step in making a flyer is to organize the
type of information, which are the info to be included inside the flyer and what kind of message
people to get from the flyer. Once it gets figured out, canva has provided a lot of templates that can
be used and modify for different types of flyer such as promotional, marketing, event, business, and
even
party
flyers.

8
9
10

https://www.canva.com/learn/professional-corporate-poster-design/
https://www.canva.com/learn/presentation-design-101/
https://www.canva.com/learn/logos-for-beginners/
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A good explanation on how to effectively make flyers can be found on the Canva website again 11.
Further more a collection of 50 examples of good flyer designs 12.

Publish your design
Once the design is finished, it’s time to publish it. Click the Publish button in the menu bar, as shown
in illustration 34, and users see a dropdown list of all of your options
Users can Download, share to social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and LinkedIn, or
even order professional prints.
Next, users can purchase any premium elements that are in the design. The final step is to pick a
format that will work best for the needs between PNG, JPG and PDF formats. Users will always have
a master copy ready just in case whenever they log in to the server.
A more detailed explanation how to publish a design is given on the Canva website 13.

Illustration 34: Publishing options of Canva

11
12
13

https://www.canva.com/learn/how-to-design-flyers/
https://www.canva.com/learn/50-brilliant-flyer-designs/
https://www.canva.com/learn/how-to-publish-your-design-canva/
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Photo Editing with Gimp
Gimp is an open source image editor, which provides a lot of tool to edit and manipulate images on a
high level and is belonging to its functionality very close to professional and proprietary software as
Adobe Photoshop. This section is supposed to cover the general functionality and give an brief
overview, how it works.
If one starts Gimp first time, it is depending on the version, if it starts in multi- or single-window
mode. One can change the mode by clicking in the main menu bar on Window ➡Single-Window
View. In this guide all screen shots are taken from examples of the single-window view.

Tools
The main toolbar depict in illustration 35, which is usually on the left-hand side, provides several
tools, which can be grouped in different categories, which are listed below.

Selection tools
Those are the Rectangle, Ellipse, Free and Fussy Select Tool, the Select by
Color Tool, the Scissor and Foreground Select Tool and the Paths Tool.
Helper Tool
The helper tools are the Color Picker Tool, the Zoom Tool and the Measure
Tool.
Transformation tools
To transform an image or just an selection one can use one of the
transformations tools, which are the Move, Alignment, Crop, Rotate, Scale,
Shear, Perspective, Flip and Cage Transform Tool.
Editing tools
Editing Tools can be used on the image or a selection. Some are very helpful in
combination with layer masks for non-destructive image editing. Editing tools
are the Text, Bucket Fill, Blend, Pencil, Paintbrush, Eraser, Airbrush, Ink, Clone,
Healing, Perspective Clone, Blur / Sharpen, Smudge and Dadge / Burn Tool.

Tool Options
Each tool from the toolbar has several options to configure it. If not enabled
one can enable the tool options by clicking on the main menu bar WindowIllustration 35: Gimp toolbar
➡Dockable Windows ➡Tool options. For instance the selection tools do have
an option feather edges, which means, that the selection is not a straight cut, but an soft transition.

General Approach to Edit Images
While editing a image the process is usually the following:
1. Selecting an area
2. Applying a function on that area
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The reason for the selection is, that if an area is selected, the manipulation tools are just applied on
this area. In consequence one can not accidentally destroy parts out of this area or one can apply
effects and filters one an well defined area.
Some examples to illustrate this:
If one want to take out the white/green/blue background, for instance of a portrait photo, one first
selects the background using the fussy select tool or the Select by color tool. After selecting the
background one can delete the background, if alpha channel is enabled, with the eraser tool or by
pressing the Delete key.
Another example is, that one has a photo with an unwanted object or person, one can select the
area of that unwanted object or person with the free select tool or the paths tool and then use the
clone tool to clone another similar area to the selected area.
A last example is, one wants to modify a picture of a car in a way, that the rims of the car’s wheels
are colorized and the rest of the image is just in grayscale, then one can select the rims with the
eclipse selection tool and apply a color filter, which is not a tool from the tool bar, but filters are also
manipulating the image.

Layers
Layers are very common in image manipulation. They allow to manage different components on
different layers and manipulate them independent of others and in combination with layer masks it
is possible to perform the most image manipulations in a non-destructive way, which means that the
original image will not be destroyed. A layer mask is a layer linked with a regular layer. The layer
mask is just gray scale. Is that mask white the regular layer is visible, is it black the regular layer is
transparent and if it is gray it is semi transparent. This can for instance be used to delete the
background of a portrait or if one want to merge two photos. A more advanced use case is using
them in combination with special brushes to create flame effects. In general one can perform all this
actions also without layer masks, but this means, that one has to destroy the original.

Video Tutorial
A very detailed video tutorial how to use the Gimp in version 2.10 is from Micheal Davis published
on YouTube 14. After a introduction video for beginners he provides a lot more videos about specific
features and techniques. One find furthermore some comparison videos where features from Adobe
Photoshop are illustrated in Gimp 2.10.

14

https://tinyurl.com/davis-gimp-2-10
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3.3 Audio & Video Content
Audio Editing
If it comes to digital audio editing it is important to understand, what sound is. In the analog world
sound is a change of pressure over time, for example air pressure. This can be represented in a
graphical form by a graph on which the x-axis represents time and the y-axis pressure. The pure tone
a’ (A4) is represented by a sinus wave of 440 Hz on this graph. Sound is not a transverse wave, as its
graphical representation, but a longitudinal wave15. The frequency influences the pitch of the tone,
the amplitude the loudness. Table 3 lists for all musical tones the corresponding frequencies. It is
remarkable, that the frequency per octave approximately doubles. For instance the tone a (A3)
≙220 Hz, a’ (A4) ≙440 Hz and a’’ (A5) ≙880 Hz. To exemplify how a sinus wave sounds one can use a
online sound generator 16 or an audio editor like Audacity17.
Note

Contra

Great

Small

One-

Two-

Three-

Four-

lined

lined

lined

lined

C

32.70

65.41

130.81

261.63

523.25

1046.50

2093.00

D

36.71

73.42

146.83

293.66

587.33

1174.66

2349.32

E

41.20

82.41

164.81

329.63

659.26

1318.51

2637.02

F

43.65

87.31

174.61

349.23

698.46

1396.91

2793.83

G

49.00

98.00

196.00

392.00

783.99

1567.99

3135.96

A

55.00

110.00

220.00

440.00

880.00

1760.00

3520.00

B

61.74

123.47

246.94

493.88

987.77

1975.53

3951.07

Table 3: Frequencies of tones in Hertz (1 Hz = 1/s)

Human beings are able to hear frequencies from about 20 to 20,000 Hz, when they are young. With
higher age the range becomes smaller, especially the higher end shrinks.

Digital Sound
To store sound on a computer it is necessary to quantize it, because sonic waves are permanent, but
a computer can not save every state of a wave at all times. What one does is to split a sound signal
into small pieces (samples) and stores the amplitude at this points and the distance between this
points, which is usually always the same. The amount of samples per second is called sample rate.
With the loudness it is quite similar. A computer can not store an irrational number completely, just
the first digits. This results in an approximation of the amplitude, but if it is high enough one can not
recognize it. Usually a 16 bit number is used to store the amplitude per channel per sample, which is
called bit depth. The sample rate and bit depth can be used to calculate the bit rate. For example an
15
16
17

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound#Sound_wave_properties_and_characteristics
For instance on http://onlinetonegenerator.com/
https://www.audacityteam.org/
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audio CD uses a sample rate of 44,1 Hz = 44 100 Hz and stores the value per sample with a 16 bit
floating point number. With two channels (stereo) this results into 44 100 1/s · 16 bit · 2 =
1 411 200 bit/s = 1 411.1 kbit/s.

Volume and the Unit Decibel
Decibel is probably one of the most confusing unit that exists. And one reason is probably, that it is
often used inaccurate. First of all, decibel, which is 1/10 bel, is not a real unit as Ampere, Volt or
Pascal. It represents the logarithm of a ratio between two values, which is useful, because the range
of pressure human beings can hear. This for instance is the case with sound and the related power.
Three relations can be described: The energy a loud speaker consumes, the air pressure a speaker
creates and the perceived loudness a human being hears. All three are different but they have in

Illustration 36: The logarithmic ratio between power, voltage and loudness compared with each other

common, that they have a logarithmic characteristic.
Increasing the power of a speaker by 3 dB doubles the power of a speaker in Watt, increasing the
voltage of a speaker by 6 dB doubles voltage in Volt but to perceive the double of loudness in sone
one has approximately increase the signal of 10 dB. Illustration 36 depict these ratios to each other.
Beside the relative “unit” dB several absolute versions exist. In this case the ratio belongs to one fix
value. The sound pressure level (SPL) can be calculated with formula 1, in which p0=20µPa.
This results in the following table 4, in which one can see the pressure in µPa and dB (SPL) and some
𝐿𝑝
𝑝
= 20 ⋅ ( ) dBFormula
𝑝0
Formula 1: SPL

examples, which source of sound is creating approximately that pressure.
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Pressure in
µPa
Threshold of pain / Plane takeoff
Risk of instantaneous noise-induced hearing loss /
vuvuzela horn
Engine
starting
of
average disco / jack hammer

a

motor

cycle /

Highway traffic
Average conversation
Very
calm
room
Ambient /
Average distraction point for concentration
Breathing
Auditory threshold at 1 kHz

Pressure in
dB (SPL)

200,000,000

140

20,000,000

120

2,000,000

100

200,000

80

20,000

60

2,000

40

200

20

20

0

Table 4: Sound sources and corresponding pressure in µPa and dB (SPL)

File formats
To understand the main difference between different audio formats here is a brief overview. It is not
a complete list 18, but covers the most popular formats.

Uncompressed Audio Formats
The most common uncompressed audio formats are WAV (*.wav) on Windows and AIFF (*.aiff) on
MacOS. The files are very big and are basically used to store originally recordings.
Lossless Compressed Audio Formats
For users which need high quality audio files, as DJs, movie producers, etc. lossless compressed
formats are interesting. This files are smaller as uncompressed files without loosing any quality of
sound. Most common formats are the free FLAC format (*.flac) and ALAC (*.m4a).
Loosely Compressed Audio Formats
For users, which do not listen music on clubs or public stages with high volume loosely compressed
formats are enough. The algorithms use for instance psychological effects to safe file space. For
example loud frequencies mask quieter frequencies which are close to them. Those masked
frequencies are not stored. Most popular loosely compressed audio formats are MP3 (*.mp3), AAC
(*.m4a, *.aac), the free OGG (*.ogg, *.oga), WMA (*.wma) and the free webm (*.webm), which was
developed for web videos.

18

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audio_file_format
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Probably the most popular is MP3. One can hear the difference in quality if one is converting and
high quality MP3 file (high bit rate, e.g. 320 kbit/s) to a lower quality MP3 file (low bit rate, e.g.
96 kbit/s).

Audio Converters
Sometimes one has an audio file in high quality, which requires a lot of storage or in an unusual
format, that not all devices can play. Then one want to convert the file into a smaller file format or
store it with a lower bit rate. On the market are a lot of programs which can do this job and even
open source programs. Two open source programs for converting multi media files are listed here:

VLC Media Player
The VLC Media Player is usually known as an multi media player, which can play nearly every file
even if the encoding is very uncommon. But it can also be use to convert multi media files. To do
that one can left-click on the main menu bar Media ➡Convert / Save… In the appearing window one
has to select the source file(s) and continue by clicking on Convert / Save. On the next window one
can setup the file options for the destination file. One can choose from one of the presets from the
dropdown menu as depict in illustration 37 and if wanted click on the tool icon to modify the preset
to choose a specific sample rate or bit rate. The VLC media player can not just convert audio files but
also video files.

Illustration 37: VLC media player converting dialog

WinFF
WinFF is a graphical frontend to FFmpeg, which is a command line tool. The tool has maybe not the
prettiest GUI, but it works quite good if one knows how to use it. As VLC WinFF can convert audio
and video files and allows to define specific sample rates, bit rates, channels and even to slow down
or speed up a file, which results in an different pitch of the sound, which is illustrated in
illustration 38.
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Illustration 38: WinFF choosing the bit rate and sample rate manually

Audio Manipulation
This section tries to cover the most common effects one can apply in audio editing.
 Amplify This modifies the amplitude/loudness of a audio file.
 Gate A gate is decreasing the volume if the volume is below a specified level. This can be used
to eliminate noise in a recording of an loud instrument or vocal. If the instrument does not play,
the volume is decreased.
 Compressor A compressor is reducing the dynamic at a certain volume and is usually combined
with an amplifier. It can be used as a soft limiter, which decreases high volume sequences a
little or to increase the general volume of a recording, which has accidentally parts which are
too quite and others which are very loud. For example a amateur recording of a song with the
wrong microphone, where are the voice is very loud because it was recorded directly with the
microphone and an instrument is very quite, because it was not as close to the microphone as
the vocals.
 Noise reduction A low quality recording with a cheap microphone can have a lot of unwanted
noise or a file which had been amplified a lot, for instance using a strong compressor plus
amplification. Then it is possible decrease the volume of the noise. For that one selects a quite
part in a file, where is just noise and the program subtracts this noise from the rest of the track.
If one is using this reduction too much the track will sound artificial.
 Normalizing Is amplifies a track depending on the maximum amplitude. If a recording is to
quite normalization scales up the volume relative to the maximum volume level.
 Change Speed Modifies the speed of a audio file and implicit changes the pitch ad tempo. Can
be used to modify a audio file which one want to press on vinyl, because vinyl players usually
allow to change the rotation speed.
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 Change Pitch This modifies the frequency/pitch and in best case not the tempo. If the tempo
does not change, missing sample points are interpolated.
 Change Tempo Modifies the tempo and in best case not the pitch. Can be used to play a track
faster, for instance an audiobook or lecture recording or slower. Slowing down the tempo
requires interpolation of sample points and results in lower quality.
 Echo Is creating an echo effect by playing the same track a little quieter after a while certain
times. This can be used to simulate sound in a big gave or in a canyon.
 Reverb Is an effect that sounds it was created in a huge building as a church, because it is
simulating multiple reflections. If it is used decent on voice the voice sounds less dry and fuller.
If it is used excessive it sounds as in a church or in a big empty room.

Audio Editor Audacity
To modify an audio file it self one needs an audio editor. One open source editor which is available
for Windows, MacOS and all Linux distributions is Audacity. It includes a sound generator for
different types of noise, pure tones, can deal with different tracks to create a mix after recording
different instruments or voices, each track can be configured as mono, stereo or exclusively left or
right channel. But the most important function is the effect section, where one can apply all the
effects from the previous section and even more.
To exemplify some editing here is used a recording of students in a classroom, where the students
spoke some lyrics and in the background ambient music played. The problem of the audio recording
is, that first one can here a very loud click, when the play button of the music player was pressed.
The second problem is, the volume in general is quite low. The third problem is, that the background
music is even quieter as the spoken lyrics.
In general of course it is better to prepare a recording session well instead to try to rescue a bad
recording by editing it. It will never become good. But anyway, to deal with the problematic file with
the three general problems three corrections are planed to apply.
1. Cut out the first second to delete the click
2. Amplify whole track to increase the vocals to a higher level
3. Compress the whole track and amplify it to increase the volume of the background music but not
the vocals
The result will be better understandable after, but the problem will be, that the basic noise will also
be louder. Noise reduction could also be an option, but this requires a moment in the recording,
where is no voice or music.
First one has to load the file by left-clicking in the main menu bar on File ➡Open… and selecting the
file in the file browser. Then one has to choose, if one want to work on the original file or on a copy.
On a copy means, that the file is copied into the computers memory and that the original file is not
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affected by the editing, if one is not overriding it. After loading the recording Audacity looks like in
Illustration 39. One can see a stereo track with a track for the left and one for the right channel. At
the beginning one can see the big amplitude, which is the unwanted click. If the track is too small
one can zoom in (and also out) by holding the Ctrl key and use the mouse wheel, while the cursor is
on the track. To cut this out one can left click into the track short after the big amplitude, hold the

Illustration 39: Loaded recording in Audacity

mouse key and move to the left to mark the part before and release the mouse key.
To delete the unwanted part one has just to press the Delete key on the keyboard.
Afterwards one has to mark the whole track to amplify it. To do so one can simply press Ctrl + A .
Then one has to left-click in the main menu bar Effect ➡Amplify… By default Audacity suggest the
maximum value of amplification, which will not clip any amplitude of the track. If a track is free of
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any clicks this works well. If not one can choose a bigger value and allow clipping by checking the
checkbox “Allow clipping”.
The next goal is to amplify the quite background music. One way to achieve that is using a
compressor. To do so one has to mark the section, where is the quite music music, which is nearly
the whole recording and then select from the menu bar Effect ➡Compressor… In the appearing
window as depict in illustration 40 one can configure the compressor.
The graphical representation is to read in the following way. On the horizontal axis one can see the
original sound level relative to the maximum volume, which is possible. 0 dB would be in the
waveform an amplitude up to the top or down to the button. The vertical axis represents the level
after applying the compressor. The graph represents the function, which transforms the original

Illustration 40: Compressor in Audacity

signal to the result.
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What a compressor basically is, is an very quick volume control. If the volume becomes louder than a
certain level the compressor turns the volume down for a short while. A compressor has several
properties, which are threshold, ratio, attack time and release time. The threshold is the
point/volume level, at which it starts to work. The ratio is basically how much the volume will be
decreased when a signal passes the threshold. The attack time defines, how long a signal has to
cross the threshold until the compressor works. If a signal is just louder for a very short while maybe
one does not want to compress the signal. The release time defines, how long the compressor turns
down the volume.
To find the right parameters one has to experiment a little bit. If one is playing the recording one can
see volume level in the meter section on the upper left corner below the control section. The
particular goal in the current use case is to decrease the volume of the voice to get a similar volume
level as the level of the background music.
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Video Editing
Software
Four open source video editors are Kdenlive, Blender, Shotcut and Openshot. They are all available
on Linux, MacOS and Windows. Kdenlive and Blender address to professional features, but Kdenlive
is relatively easy to use and provides powerful features. Blender has a high learning curve but is very
powerful especially in combination with 3D animation done in Blender. Openshot has also
profession features but probably addresses semi-professional users. The easiest tool, which is more
for casual users is Openshot. It also provides some professional looking features, but has just few
configuration options for those.
DaVinci Resolve comes in two versions. DaVinci Resolve is a freeware and provides all editing
features for a single user. DaVinci Resolve Studio with a non free license allows different persons
work together on the same video project. DaVinci Resolve is available for MacOS, Windows and
Linux and is targeting professionals, but is relatively easy to use.
Adobe Premiere Pro is an proprietary video editor and very popular in the video industry. However it
is easy to use but just available for MacOS and Windows. A license is relatively expensive.

Video Editor Kdenlive
Kdenlive is an open source video editor, which is available for Linux, MacOS and Windows. It is easy
to use and supports the common video editing features as multiple tracks for video and audio,
transitions and effects. The official Kdenlive website is https://kdenlive.org/, and one can
download the software by clicking the Download section 19 in the menu bar and search for the
needed version belonging to the installed operation system. The editor provides different themes
and styles, which one can select in the menu bar below Settings → Theme and Settings → Styles. The
taken screenshots in this document use the Breeze theme and style.

19

https://kdenlive.org/en/download/
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After applying the theme and style the interface of Kdenlive looks as depict in illustration 62. The

Illustration 41: Kdenlive interface

interface has basically four sections, which one modify and rearrange. By default they are:
1. Project Bin Here one has to add any media file one want to use in the video project. The
easiest way is by drag and drop from a file browser.
2. Transitions, Effects and Properties This area provides different tools, which are accessible by
the tabs below. Transitions are used between different clips and perspectives, effencts
modify a video clip, e. g. the color, saturaton , speed, etc. Properties belong to a specific
transition or effect.
3. Clipmonitor, Project Monitor The clip monitor allows a preview of the media in the project
bin, if one select it. The project monitor allows a preview of the current project, which one
edits in the timeline.
4. Timeline The timeline provides several tracks, where one can drag and drop media objects
from the project bin. Each media object can be modified here, without influencing the
original media file. The tracks behave as layers by default. The video clip, which is on a higher
track has priority. But this can be influensed for instance by using transitions.
5. Editing tools below the time line area are some tools, which are very important for editing.
The selection tool, which is selected by default is used to select elements in the timeline. The
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razor tool can be used to cut clips and audio elements. The selection tool one can also select
by pressing the S key and the razor tool by pressing the X key.
6. Zoom Options next to the editing tools are the zoom options. One can also zoom in and out
by holding the Ctrl key and spinning the mouse wheel while the cursor is over the time line.
Without holding Ctrl one can scroll to the left and right with the mouse wheel, while the
cursor is on the timeline.

Tutorial Kdenlive
Rendon Rix provides a tutorial series on YouTube 20 and introduces the most common features one
needs including cutting videos, transitions, cropping, effects, multiple videos in one, adding text and
how to delete color screens from video.

20

https://tinyurl.com/tj-free-kdenlive
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3.4 Web Content
Websites in our days become more and more important. Independent if for the business, the NGO
or just a single project. Clients, volunteers and customers today usually expect that one has a
website. Before starting with creating a website some theory about what a website is.
A website is basically a text file which is hosted on a web server. This file follows certain rules and
includes references to other files. These special text format is called hypertext markup language or
short HTML (*.html). The linked files can be other websites (*.html, *.php, *.jsp, *.asp), cascading
style sheets (*.css), images (*.jpg, *.png and *.gif), audio files (*.mp3, *.acc, …), movies (*.mp4,
*.webm) and java script (*.js). A basic example of a website is shown in illustration 42.
HTML defines the structure of an website, it includes blocks to wrap content, headings, paragraphs,
tables, images, videos, lists, navigation bars and lists, hyperlinks, sidebars, sections and much more.
This structure is independent of the layout. In the old times of the web it was not possible to
seperate this structure and the layout that much, but today it is possible to define the layout in a

Illustration 42: Simple website request without database

totally different file.
CSS, cascading style sheets, define the layout, the typography and some very basic effects of a
website. In CSS files one can define where is the page header, the menu bar, the content block, the
sidebar and the footer of a page. One can define sizes, background colors, font colors, typefaces,
font weights, margins, line-spacing and much more.
JavaScript is the programming language which can be interpreted by web browsers. It is not to
confuse with Java, which is a totally different programming language. JavaScript can be used to
manipulate the HTML and CSS of a website, to create slideshows, to interact with audio and video
and also to reload content of a website later, after the initial page request. These is really common
in our days, like on search engines, in social media, etc. This technique is also known as AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML).
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To create a website one just need a text editor to write the source code and a browser to render it.
Two very good text editors are Visual Studio Code21, which is open source and Sublime Text22, which
is proprietary but with an unlimited trial period. If one like Sublime one is requested from time to
time to buy a license. Both editors are available for Windows, Mac OS and Linux. In theory one can
use any editor, but a good editor supports the developer with a lot, like syntax highlighting,
character encoding options, auto completion and code snippet. In this tutorial the editor Visual
Studio Code is used, but it really does not matter, which editor is used.

First Website
To create a first website two files are required. A HTML file, a CSS file and optional an icon. Best
practice is to create a new folder for instance with the name webtutorial for the web project and
inside this folder two other folders, which are css and images. To create the plain text files (HTML,
CSS) one can use the file browser or the editor. The editor has the advantage to be able to save the
proper character encoding. For this tutorial the editor Sublime Text is used. To create a new file with
Sublime Text one has to click in the menu bar File ➡New File or simply use the shortcut Ctrl + N . The
first file one needs is the HTML file. For that a basic structure is required as shown in Listing 1. After
creating that text one can store the file by left-clicking the menu bar File ➡Save with Encoding ➡UTF8 and save the file into the created folder webtutorial.
Now one can create the second file with the shortcut Ctrl + N . This will become the stylesheet. For
now one can just store the empty file by left-clicking again File ➡Save with Encoding ➡UTF-8 and save
the file into the subfolder webtutorial/css. The file structure should look as shown in listing 2. As
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Webtutorial</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="./css/styles.css" type="text/css" />
</head>
<body>
<h1>Hello World!</h1>
</body>
</html>
Listing 1: HTML basic markup of the file index.html

one can see in listing 1 in line 6 the stylesheet is already linked in the HTML code, even if it is empty.
Now one can check the result. One can open the HTML file named index.html in a web browser as
webtutorial/
├── css
│
└── styles.css
└── index.html
Listing 2: File structure

Firefox. And one can see the Text Hello World.

21
22

https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://www.sublimetext.com/
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HTML has a specific structure and this structure contains so called HTML-tags. These tags can be
single tags, for instance <meta /> or <link > or divided into an opening and closing tag, for
instance <body>…</body> or <h1>…</h1>. These tags are used to create the document object
model, short DOM. The DOM has the structure of a sorted tree, with one root <html> Each opening
tag is creating a new branch in this sorted tree. To build this tree properly it is important to open and
close each tag in the right order, for instance <body><h1>…</h1></body>. An example for an
invalid form would be <body><h1></body></h1>. Each pair of opening and closing tags has to be
nested into another pair of tags of the same type. Otherwise the browser can get confused and mess
up with the HTML page. Depending on the standard the tags can be case sensitive, which means,
that it matters, if characters are uppercase or lowercase. Even if it is not necessary it is
recommended always to use lower case characters for tags, because one does not get confused that
fast with it. The DOM that is created of the example website from listing 1 is shown in Listing 3.
Tags can also contain additional information, which are called attributes. These attributes are
separated with an space and have a name and a value. For example the HTML-tag
html
├── head
│
├── meta
│
├── title
│
└── link
└── body
└── h1
<html lang=”en”> has the attribute lang with the value en.
Listing 3: Document object model of listing 1

Let’s take a closer look to listing 1. The first line defines the document type. This line is defined by
the HTML standard and in this case it is the document type definition of an HTML 5 page. The
browser knows how to interpret the following HTML, by reading this initial line, which is supposed
the first line without empty lines before.
The second line is the opening HTML-tag <html>, which is required for each page. It is closed in the
last line. It has also an attribute lang=”en”, which defines the language of the website, which is
English in this example. The language codes are defined in ISO 639-1 and are listed for instance on
w3school23.
Between the opening and closing HTML-tags are two other tags, which are mandatory, the head-tag
<head> and the body-tag <body>. The head-tag includes meta data of a website and is not
displayed on the website directly. But it contains information, which are used on other places, for
instance the title is in many browsers shown in the tab or in the window’s title bar. Nested in the
head-tag are meta data of a website, as in the example the character encoding in line four, which is
important to display special characters and characters of the extended Latin alphabet correctly as ä,
ö, ü, ß (in German), ñ (in Spanish) and ç, ı, ğ, ş (in Turkish) or characters from other alphabets as the
Slavic or Greek alphabet. A character encoding, that is very common in our days is UTF-8, because

23

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_language_codes.asp
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the Latin alphabet is encoded with 1 Byte (8 Bits) per character and most characters from extended
Latin and even others are encoded with 2 Bytes (16 Bits) or sometimes with 3 Bytes, as many east
Asian characters.
In line five of the example the title is defined, which is shown often in the tab or title bar. It is also
used as a default string, if one wants to save a copy of a website locally. Very important will is line
six, where the stylesheet is linked. The attribute rel describes the relation to the linked document,
in this case “stylesheet”, href is the relative (“./path/file”) or absolute (“/path/file”)
location of the linked document and the type specifies the media type of the linked document. The
link-tag is always an empty tag and has to be closed with / in XHTML. In HTML 5, like in the example,
this is optional. The link-tag is also used for icons, which are shown in the tab and favorites list.
The visible part of the website is nested in the body-tag. There are a bunch of tags, which one can
use. In the example the heading-tag for a level 1 heading is used, which is <h1>…</h1>. Headings
are really important, because they have a strong weight in search engine algorithms.

CSS Box Model
HTML in combination with CSS is using a box model, which defines how different containers of blockelements behave. HTML-tags by default are of the category block-element or inline-element. There
are more, but for now lets just focus on those two. The block-elements have by default the css
property display: block; and inline-elements the css property display: inline;.
The CSS box model defines, who these blocks behave with each other and themselves. Each block
can be imaged as a package, that is wrapped in several layers around the content. These layers are
from inside to outside the following ones:
 content (size defined by text or images)
 padding (size defined by CSS or by default from browser for each HTML-tag)
 border (size defined in CSS or for few by default from browser, e.g. for tables)
 margin (size defined in CSS or by default from browser for each HTML-tag)
In HTML are two tags, without any meaning and default CSS properties, which are <div>…</div>
as block element and <span>…</span> as inline element. They are usually used, if one what to
apply any styling in CSS, which can not be attached to any other element. In the following example
two div-blocks are used with the id=”box1” and “id=box2” to illustrate who the box model
works. They have the same padding and border sizes, but different margins.
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Illustration 43 exemplifies, how different margins merge. Basically the bigger margin is used and
defines the distance to the border or padding or content of the previous or next block. If no border
exists the margin goes until the padding, if no paddings exist until the content and if no content

Illustration 43: Margins in the CSS box model

exists the block is totally ignored and the
Listing 4 and 5 show the source code of an example, which is similar to illustration 43. In the CSS one
can see, that first the margins and paddings are set to 0, because usually the html- or body-tag has a
predefined padding or margin given by the browser. To apply the same CSS properties to different
HTML-tags one can separate them by comma. The standard structure of an CSS rule has the
following structure:
<selector> { <property>: <value>; }

or
<selector> {
<property>: <value>;
}

The selector can be just a html-tag, like <h1>…</h1>
h1 { }

a given class like <div class=”centered”>…</div>
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.centered { }

a given id like <div id=”box1”>…</div>
#box1 { }

or

a

combination

of

all

like

for

the

html

<div

id=”page”><div

class=”block”><h1>…</h1></div></div>
#page div.block h1 { }

The identifiers have a hierarchy of strength, which is like above. A more specific selector is stronger
than just an id selector. The id selector stronger then a class selector and a class selector stronger,
then just a tag 24,25.

24
25

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/CSS/Specificity
https://www.w3.org/TR/selectors-3/#specificity
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Box Model</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="./css/styles.css" type="text/css" />
</head>
<body>
<div class="centered">
<div id="box1">
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit
esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
</div>
<div id="box2">
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit
esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
</div>
</div>
</body>
</html>
Listing 4: Box model illustration (HTML)

html, body {
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
background: #000;
}

/* reset page margins to 0 */
/* reset page paddings to 0 */
/* set background color to black */

.centered {
margin: 0 auto;
/*
width: 50em;
/*
background-color: #ff6; /*
padding: 0.1px;
/*
}

set
set
set
set

left & right margins to auto */
width to 50 times font height */
background color to brown */
a padding -> nested div margins apply */

#box1 {
margin: 2em;
border: 2em #600 solid;
padding: 2em;
background: #fff;
}

set
set
set
set

all margins to 2em */
border width, color and style */
all paddings to 2em */
background-color to white */

/*
/*
/*
/*

#box2 {
margin: 4em;
/* set margins to 4em */
border: 2em #600 solid;
padding: 2em;
background: #fff;
}
Listing 5: Box model illustration (CSS)
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Lets take a closer look to listing 4 and 5. The DOM of listing 4 is depict in listing 6. Inside the body-tag
is a div-container with a class attribute “centered”, which contains two div-containers with the IDs
“box1” and “box2”. IDs and classes can one choose freely. The difference between them is, that
IDs supposed to be unique and classes not.
html
├── head
│
├── meta
│
├── title
│
└── link
└── body
└── div.centered
├── div#box1
└── div#box2
Listing 6: DOM of box model example

Lets go through the CSS in listing 5.
html, body {
margin: 0; padding: 0;
background: #000;
}

First what is set are the margins for the html- and body-element. Margins in CSS can be defined by
the property margin: <top> <right> <bottom> <left>; for instance margin: 0 1em 2em
1em; One has to mention, that this way is a shortcut. To define a margin per side explicit the
property is margin-[top|right|bottom|left]: <value>;, for example margin-bottom:
2em;. If the values of top and bottom and of right and left are the same, one can use the shortcut
margin: <top,bottom> <right,left>; for example margin: 1em 2em; If all values are the
same one can right it as in listing 5 margin: <top, right, bottom, left>; for example
margin: 0;

Defining paddings is similar. In the example the margins and paddings of html and body are set
to 0, because they usually have a default value given by the browser, what a web designer usually
does not want. To be able to distinguish the div-blocks on the page from the background, the
background-color is set to black. To set the background color in CSS one can use the property
26
background-color:
<color
value>; or by using the following shorthand
background:
<background-color>
<background-image>
<background-repeat>
<background-position>; where one can simply let the other values empty.

The color can be specified in different ways 27. For of them, which are very backward compatible are:
 a valid color name 28, like red
 a hexadecimal RGB value (red, green, blue) like #ff0000 (two hexadecimal digits for red, green
and blue) or #f00 (one hexadecimal digit per red, green and blue)

26
27
28

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_background.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_colors_legal.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_names.asp
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 a decimal RGB value like rbg(255,0,0)
 a decimal RGBA value (red, green, blue, alpha) like rgb(255,0,0,0.5) with alpha between 0
and 1
Contained in the body element is a div-container, with the class attribute centered. To center a
block-element horizontal one has to define a width and set the CSS property margin-left:
auto; and margin-right: auto; what is done in the example with a shorthand.
.centered {
margin-top: 0;
margin-right: auto;
margin-bottom: 0;
margin-left: auto;
}

is the same as
.centered {
margin: 0 auto 0 auto;
}

which is the same as
.centered {
margin: 0 auto;
}

Nested in the div-container with the class “centered” are two divs with the IDs “box1” and
“box2”. They both define margins, borders and paddings. This example illustrates the CSS box
model. Each block-element has a margin, border and padding. If not, the width of those is simply 0.
The definition of the border is again a shorthand 29:
border: 2em #600 solid;

with the following structure: border: <border-width> <border-color> <border-style>;
The example of listing 4 and 5 is basically the same, as in illustration 43. The div-containers with the
IDs “box1” and “box2” have both a margins, borders and paddings. The margins are different to
show, how the margins of both div-containers merge together. Important to mentions is, that the
width is calculated automatically. This is important, because the width property applies to the width
of the content area. It is not including the paddings, borders and margins. To get not confused with
that model, many HTML/CSS frameworks use just nested containers with paddings instead of using
margins and paddings, because margins are often not behaving intuitively and it is much easier to
define the width of an outer block and the paddings in the inner block.
A very useful tool in web development are the developer tools of the browsers. In Firefox they are
accessible by pressing Ctrl + Shift + I or in newer versions as in Chrome by pressing the F12 key.
The developer tools of Firefox are depict in illustration 44.

29

https://www.w3schools.com/cssref/pr_border.asp
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One of the most useful tools they provide is the icon in the upper-left corner of the developer tool
bar, the cursor on a square symbol. After clicking this button one can hover over any area on a web
page and select the area by left-click. In the toolbar is on the left-hand side the HTML source code.
Next to the right is a box of all defined CSS styles of the selected element and on the right-hand-side
are several tabs. The layout tab for instance provides an illustration of the box model. The computed
tab shows all calculated CSS properties including browser presets and default values. Even changes
and animations are accessible in the change and animation tab. The developer tools are also very
useful to get URLs of background images or the used CSS selectors to overwrite them, if needed.
They also help to understand how big are containers and if spacing is created by margins and

Illustration 44: Firefox developer tools

paddings especially if a website uses a lot of nested div-containers.
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Small Company Website
For a simple company website one needs at least few other elements to create some content. Some
of them are the following tags:
 <h1>…</h1> to <h6>…</h6> for headings from level 1 to level 6.
 <p>…</p> for paragraphs usually used to separate between a little
 <br /> for line breaks without extra spacing
 <img src=”path/file” alt=”alternative text” /> for inserting images
 <div>…</div> block element without any meaning, but the ability to define a class or id to
apply styling
 <span>…</span> inline element without any meaning, but the ability to define a class or id to
apply styling
 <address>…</address> for contact information
 <a href=”mailto:example@domain.tld”>…</a> link anchors on the same website, to
other websites or for emails
 <ul>
<li>list item</li>

<li>list item</li>

</ul>

to

define

an

unordered list with bullets at the beginning.
One can take the example from listing 1, modify it a little and use the new tags. The result is
exemplified in listing 8. To have a layout the empty CSS file is also filled with some basic styling for a
simple layout, which is depict in listing 9. Important is the file structure. It has to be the same as
shown in listing 2. If not, the CSS file and the linked images will not work. The images are just
examples which are taken from https://icons8.com 30.
webtutorial/
├── css
│
└── styles.css
├── images
│
├── icons8-female-user-480.png
│
└── icons8-user-male-480.png
└── index.html
Listing 7: File structure

30

https://icons8.com/icon/set/person/color
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<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8" />
<title>Xiting Company</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="./css/styles.css" type="text/css" />
</head>
<body>
<div id="page">
<h1>Xiting Company</h1>
<p>This is a brief introduction of our new company</p>
<h2>Services</h2>
<ul>
<li>Office document templates, e.g. invoices, letters and forms</li>
<li>Website design and programming</li>
</ul>
<h2>Who we are | Staff</h2>
<div class="staff">
<img src="./images/icons8-user-male-480.png" alt="Jim Stones" />
<ul>
<li>Jim Jones</li>
<li>Web developer</li>
<li>Founder</li>
</ul>
</div>
<div class="staff">
<img src="./images/icons8-female-user-480.png" alt="Kelly Milton" />
<ul>
<li>Kelly Milton</li>
<li>Designer</li>
</ul>
</div>
<h2>Where we stay | Location</h2>
<address>
<span class="company-name">Xiting Company</span><br />
<span class="street">51 Featherstone Street</span><br />
<span class="city">London</span><br />
<span class="zip-code">ec1y 8sy</span><br />
<span class="country">United Kingdom</span>
</address>
<h2>Contact</h2>
<ul>
<li>Email: <a href="mailto:office@xiting-company.tld">
office@xiting-company.tld</a></li>
<li>Phone: 0123 456789</li>
</ul>
</div>
</body>
</html>
Listing 8: Example of an simple company website
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The example requires some explanations. The first thing, which is done is the same as in the example
of the box model. The margins and paddings of the html- and body-element are set to 0 and a
background-color is set. The content area is centered by using a div-block with the id “page” a
setting the margins using margin: 1em auto; in the CSS file. The 1em is just a small space to the
top and bottom and not important to center the div. Instead of a fix width a maximum width is
defined by using max-width: 50em; which ensures, that the page is also looking good on a small
device as a smart phone. The font size is defined by font-size: 12px; to the div. The font size in
the nested elements of the div will be the same or can be overwritten. Exactly this is done for the
headings h1 and h2 with a relative size (font-size: 140%; for h1 and font-size: 120%; for
h2), which belongs to the 12px of the parent element, because the headings are inside of the div
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@charset "UTF-8";
body {
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
background-color: #ffcfb0;
}
#page {
margin: 1em auto;
max-width: 50em;
font-size: 12px;
}
h1 {
font-size: 140%;
}
h2 {
font-size: 120%;
clear: both;
}
.staff {
clear: both;
}
.staff img {
float: left;
display: block;
width: 5em;
margin-bottom: 2em;
}
.staff ul {
margin-left: 5em;
padding: 0;
}
.staff li {
list-style: none;
padding-left: 2em;
}
.city,
.country,
.zip-code {
text-transform: uppercase;
}
Listing 9: CSS for listing 8

with the id “page”.
The most complicated part is done inside the div-blocks with the class “staff”. They are wrappers for
an image and a list. Images are by default inline-elements, which means, that they do not behave as
blocks. One can change that with the CSS img { display: block; }. In our example this is not
necessary, because the property float: left; is used, which transforms the image implicit into a
block element. What float mainly does is, it takes an element out of the regular arrangement and
place it to the left or right. The content of the next block, in this case the unordered list ul, will
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be placed next to it. What it does not do is shrinking the next block (ul) element, but the content
will flow around it. Even the content of the block after the next block and so on will flow around the
floated image. To explicit avoid that one can use the property clear: left; which is defined for
the class “staff”, which is attached to the wrapping div-block, because even thous’ content would
flow around the image. To create some space to the image and to guaranty, that a longer list will not
continue below the image, the margin-left: 5em; is set for the ul, which is also set as width for
the image. The list-items li then get some space to the image by setting padding-left: 2em;.
How floating exactly works and interact with the box-model is a little to complex to cover it here, but
is explained on many websites 31.
Something more easy is the CSS property text-transform: uppercase; which is used to
capitalize all letters of the city, country and zip-code with the corresponding class attributes at the
span-tags.
One has to mention, that in theory the goal should be to use tags just to categorize content and do
not use them for styling, but in practice this is not always possible, especially because some older
browsers do not imply all CSS standards correctly.
The three website examples tried to show, what websites basically are. They are created of text and
styled with text and even animations, which can be created with Javascript, are just defined in text
form. The only exception are images and videos.

Dynamic Websites
In the previous section was exemplified, who a so called static website works. Static here belongs to
the fact, that the HTML files content is always the same. In comparison so called dynamic websites
exist. The idea behind is, that a computer program is creats the HTML file for each request
depending on the requirements dynamically, which has the advantage, that also data from
databases can be embedded into a website. For example a login with a user name and image can be
implemented. In this case a database hold all user names, password hashs and a list of file paths to
the profile images.
This is exemplified in illustration 45. A user is sending an request to a web server, which is connected
to the Internet and the web server initializes the interpreter of a script, which is a computer
program, and the script is deciding depending on the parameters which where send with the
request, which HTML template is required and which user is asking for the website. The user data
and paths for media files are stored in a database. The script now takes a template, which can
already include links to stylesheets and javascripts and in which are placeholders, where it inserts
the user name and the file paths to images, which are belonging to the user, as a profile image or a
personal image gallery. At the end the script creates the complete HTML document and the web
server sends this dynamically created HTML file back to the user.

31

https://www.w3schools.com/css/css_float.asp
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This technique is in our days basically the one, which is used by the majority of websites. The web
servers, the programming languages and the databases might be different, but the principle is the

Illustration 45: Example of a dynamic website

same.

Content Management Systems
To deal with web content in a bigger scale it is necessary to make content creation accessible to
users, which are not IT specialists. For that content management systems (CMS) have been founded.
These systems are dynamic websites, which offer mostly a backend and frontend. The backend is for
the content creator, where he or she can create new sub pages, create a menu structure and write
texts and upload and link images. This system are mostly created in a way, that no HTML knowledge
is required. However, to create a layout of a website or modify an existing one, HTML, CSS and the
other web technologies are used. Most CMS there fore distinguish between different backend users
with different privileges, for instance administrators and editors. One of those CMS, even if for an
very specific task, is Wordpress.

Wordpress
Wordpress is open source, developed by the Wordpress Foundation and can be downloaded 32 and
setup on an own webserver. For people, which are not willing or able to host an own wordpress
instance several platforms exist, which are hosting the system and where the user can simply create
an user account and setup a website by using an easy-to-use interface. One of those sites is
wordpress.com 33. The free hosted version has the disadvantage, that not the full functionality is
available, for instance access to the CSS files of the template.

32
33

https://wordpress.org/download/
https://wordpress.com/
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Website Builder
Website builders are also targeting users, which are not able to create a website there own. They are
hosted by companies and run often as SaaS (software as a service). One can create a website with
the builder, but the website finally is hosted on a providers platforms and depending on them. Most
of them do not allow to download the source code of the website. They have in common, that one
can choose from a set of templates with several configurations, like different color palettes and
layouts. Three famous website builders are Wix 34, Jimdo 35 and Weebly 36.

Weebly
The advantage of Weebly is, that one has access to the source code, even in the free payment plan.
Weebly offers a lot of templates one can choose from and for each it provides different style
options. The website domain in the free payment plan is a subdomain of weebly.com in the form of
https://<myWebsiteName>.weebly.com which can be customized with a non-free
payment plan later.
To use Weebly one has to register on the homepage. After setting up a email address and password
the website leads directly to an overview of different themes one can choose from as shown in
illustration 46. Clicking on a theme image leads to a preview page as depict in illustration 47. After
clicking the button Start Editing Weebly asks to setup a domain. The free payment play, as already
mentioned, just allows subdomains. Illustration 48 exemplifies the selection of a subdomain. After
selecting a domain, the editor opens with a menu bar for plenty of options.

34
35
36

https://www.wix.com/
https://www.jimdo.com/
https://www.weebly.com
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Illustration 46: Weebly theme selection

Illustration 47: Theme preview
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Illustration 48: Domain selection

To manage all subpage one has to select Pages from the menu bar. On the left-hand-side of the page
one can create new pages, as depict in illustration 50, and change the order and hierarchy by drag
and drop grabbing the left of the items. Left-clicking an item allows to setup further options, like the
page name, the header type and SEO (search engine optimization) settings.
After selecting a page by left-click on an item on the Pages page’s left sidebar one can switch over to
content editor by selecting Build in the menu bar. The sidebar to the left provides several content
items as title, text, image, slideshow, etc. which one can drag and drop to the page preview on the
right to the position, where it fits. Clicking on a content element on the preview section to the right
opens a toolbar with further options. A mistake, that many users do using CMS or website builders is
editing each text manually to change font sizes, weight and color. This leads in most cases to a very
messy look of the website.
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If one wants to change the layout it’s highly recommended to to this in the theme options, which
one find below the menu item Theme. Illustration 51 shows the theme page and in the sidebar one

Illustration 50:
49: Page
Content
management
management

finds options for the mentioned issues.
On the Theme page, at the bottom of the sidebar to the left one can also open the code editor.
These is probably very interesting for more advanced users, because Weebly provides direct access
to the HTML template system and to the CSS build system. One has to mention, that the CSS is
written in Less 37. Less is a more feature rich CSS language, which is compiled to regular CSS after
editing. It provides features as variables, nested CSS, to simplify CSS code, splitting CSS to different
files to manage the CSS code by category as layout, menu, typography, etc. and much more.

37

http://lesscss.org/
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Illustration 52 shows the code editor of Weebly. Something fundamental one immediately notice is,
that the style sheets are separated into different files. The root is the file main.less, which is
including all the other files. Important is the order, because stylesheet selectors with the same
priority will be overwritten from the latest command. For instance in listing 10 the font size of the
h1-tags will be 2em, instead of 3em, because the latest h1 selector is defined in line 3. On the other
hand as more specific a tags path is as more priority it gets. These was mentioned on page 69 and
can be studied in more detail in the referred sources. For example, the selector body p will
overwrite the selector p below, because it is more precise and all paragraph tags (<p></p>) are

Illustration 51: Theme options

wrapped in the body tag.
h1 { font-size: 3em; }
h1 { font-size: 2em; }
body p { margin-bottom: 2em; }
p { margin-bottom: 1em; }
Listing 10: Overwriting properties in CSS
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To modify the CSS one can simply write it in the main.less file below the import commands or one
can create a new less file, which’s name has to begin with an underscore ( _ ), and import it below
the other import commands and write all custom CSS into this file or these files. The import
command does not use the file extension. If the file name for example is _custom.less the import

Illustration 52: Code editor

command would be @import ‘_custom’;
As a result of the fact, that the HTML is defined by Weebly, one has to figure out, how the HTML for
certain elements on a web page. This can be done with the developer tools of a browser. In case of
Firefox they can be opened with the Shorthand Ctrl + Shift + I or in newer Firefox versions as in
Chrome by pressing F12 .
To analyze for instant the text element of Weebly, one can simply insert one on a page, open the
page in the browser and use element picker from the developert tools (the cursor-on-a-rectangle
icon on the left-hand-side of the menu bar of the developer tools). After clicking the element picker,
one just has to left-click on the inserted text on th page and then one get further information about
the element. To the left one can see the HTML source code. To the right are the CSS commands
listed, which apply to the selected elements. This can be used to figure out, which is the most
specific selector used for a CSS property one want to edit. And on the right-hand-side are other tools
selectable by the tabs on top. For the current use case properly the Computed tab, because here one
can see all CSS properties sorted by name. If one click on the small triangle to the left of a property
one gets information about the used selector as well.
This tools are very helpful, if one want to overwrite CSS commands from others as in case of Weebly
or of an used HTML/CSS framework. To modify the style of a paragraph for instance one can use the
CSS in listing 11. It changes the color and the margin below the text.
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This was just an brief introduction into Weebly and how one can apply custom CSS. For more
information about CSS w3school.com 38 is a good source. To learn more about less, the homepage
div.paragraph {
color: maroon;
margin-bottom: 1em;
}
Listing 11: Custom CSS added in main.less below the import commands

Illustration 53: Firefox developer tools used to analyze the text-element of Weebly

lesscss.org

38
39

39

is highly recommended.
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Illustration 54: Firefox developer tools after applying a different color to the paragraphs in Weebly
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